Features integrate along a motion trajectory when object integrity is preserved
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Introduction

Sensory information needs to be integrated across space and time, to perceive motion, for example. A moving object remains at a retinotopic location briefly and, as a result, the computation of its features requires the integration of information along the motion path of the moving object. During its motion, the object is also often occluded by other stationary or moving objects. These observations raise two fundamental questions: 1) How does the visual system integrate feature information along motion pathways? and 2) How does the visual system avoid mixing up features of different objects when occlusions occur?

The “two-stage” model shown in Figure 1 provides a possible answer to these questions. According to this model, stimuli are grouped at an “early stage” based on Gestalt principles of grouping. These processes establish reference frames that are used to attribute features. Features are then integrated following their respective reference frame. Here using occlusion and bouncing effects, we show that indeed such grouping operations are in place. We found that features integrate only when the spatiotemporal integrity of the object is preserved. Moreover, when several moving objects are present, only features belonging to the same object integrate. Overall, our results show that feature integration is a deliberate strategy of the brain and long-lasting windows of processing can be seen as periods of sense making.

Figure 1. The “two-stage” model. The first stage consists of Gestalt grouping and segregation processes, which establish a reference frame for each group. These reference frames are then used to attribute features to stimuli. Features are then integrated following their respective reference frames.

Figure 2. The sequential metacontrast (SQM). Each line was presented for 20 ms with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 20 ms (30 ms for the first ISI to obtain strong masking of the central vernier). The percept is two streams of lines expanding from the center. The presentation of each pair of lines is a frame. Frame 0 corresponds to the presentation of the central line. \( V \) (vernier): only the central line is offset, that is, the lower segment of the line is spatially offset to the right or to the left compared with the upper segment. \( AV \) (anti-vernier): a flanking line is offset. \( V-AV \) (vernier – anti-vernier): the central line and a flanking line are offset in opposite directions. \( V-PV \) (vernier – pro-vernier): the central line and a flanking line are offset in the same direction. Observers are instructed to attend to one of the streams (here the right stream) and to report the direction (right or left) of the perceived offset. Colors are for illustration purpose. All stimulus elements were white or red on a black background. Figure adapted from (Drissi-Daoudi et al., 2019).

Line is invisible. However, if the central line is spatially offset, that is, the lower segment is offset either to the right or to the left compared with the upper segment (Figure 2, vernier configuration), all the flanking lines in the stream are perceived as offset, even though they are straight. Observers can report the direction of the perceived offset (right or left) in the stream they were instructed to attend to. When, in addition, a flanking
line is offset in the opposite direction as the central line, the two offsets integrate and cancel each other \( (\text{Figure 2}, \text{vernier—anti-vernier configuration}) \). When the offsets are in the same direction, discrimination improves \( (\text{Figure 2}, \text{vernier—pro-vernier}) \). The SQM show that features are integrated along the motion path.

Previously, we have also shown that offsets integrate in the SQM in discrete temporal windows lasting for several hundreds of milliseconds \( (\text{Drissi-Daoudi, Doerig, & Herzog, 2019; Otto et al., 2009}) \). Importantly, the integration is mandatory, that is, observers do not have access to the individual offsets. A window opens with stimulus onset, and once the first window closes, a second similar window opens \( (\text{Drissi-Daoudi et al., 2019}) \). These results support a two-stage model, in which, first, features are processed unconsciously and continuously with high spatiotemporal resolution in a long-lasting discrete window \( (\text{Herzog, Drissi-Daoudi, & Doerig, 2020; Herzog, Kammer, & Scharnowski, 2016; see also Elliott & Giersch, 2016}) \). After the window closes, we consciously perceive the output of the processing. We argue that these long-lasting windows can be seen as periods of sense making and, thus, feature integration is a deliberate strategy of the brain \( (\text{Herzog et al., 2020}) \).

According to this two-stage model, perceptual grouping should determine whether offsets integrate or not. When elements are perceived to belong to the same object, then it makes sense to integrate the information along the motion trajectory. However, as highlighted by the second question mentioned above, features of different objects should not be mingled. For example, vernier offsets in different streams of the SQM do not integrate but are perceived separately \( (\text{Otto et al., 2006}) \). Here, we used occlusions and the bouncing effect to manipulate perceptual grouping and thereby test the role of perceptual grouping in feature integration in the SQM.

**Methods**

**Observers**

Observers were students from the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne. Participants signed informed consent, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and were paid for their participation. Visual acuity was tested with the Freiburg visual acuity test \( (\text{Bach, 1996}) \). The experiments were undertaken with the permission of the local ethics committee and in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki except for pre-registration.

Eight observers took part in Experiment 1a (age 20–28 years; 2 females) and 8 new observers participated in Experiment 1b (age 19–28 years; 4 females). Eight new observers participated in Experiment 2 (age 20–33 years; 5 females) and 10 new observers participated in Experiment 3 (age 20–26 years; 5 females).

**Apparatus**

Stimuli were presented on a BenQ XL2540 24.5” LCD \( (1920 \times 1080 \text{ pixels}, \text{used with} 240 \text{ Hz}; \text{BenQ, Taipei, Taiwan; Experiment 1a}) \) or on an ASUS VG248QE 24” LCD \( (1920 \times 1080 \text{ pixels}, \text{used with} 144 \text{ Hz}; \text{Asus Tek computer, Taipei, Taiwan; Experiments 1b, 2 and 3}) \) monitor using Matlab (The MathWorks Inc.) with Psychtoolbox \( (\text{Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997}) \). Stimuli were white \( (\text{luminance: 100 cd per m}^2) \) or red \( (20 \text{ cd/m}^2) \), on a black background with a luminance of 0.1 cd per m\(^2\). Participants were seated 2.50 m from the screen in a dimly lit room. Viewing distance was kept constant by means of a chinrest.

**Stimuli**

The stimuli were variations of the sequential metac contrast stimulus \( (\text{SQM}; \text{Figure 2}; \text{Otto, Ögmen, & Herzog, 2006}) \). The sequence started with a central line consisting of two vertical segments of a length of 20’ \( (\text{arcmin}) \), separated by a vertical gap of 2’. The line was followed by pairs of flanking lines presented one after the other further away from the center. The distance between the central line and the first flanking lines as well as between consecutive flanking lines was 3.3’. Each line was presented for 20 ms. The interstimulus interval (ISI) between the central line and the first pair of flanking lines was 30 ms (to obtain strong masking of the central vernier) and the ISI between consecutive pairs of flanking lines was 20 ms. A motion percept of two streams of lines diverging from the center is elicited. These presentation times values are nominal values that could only be presented approximately due to the refresh rates. For example, a presentation time of 20 ms was actually 20.8 ms \( (5 \text{ refresh cycles at} 244 \text{ Hz and 3 refresh cycles at} 144 \text{ Hz}) \). ISIs and line duration were each rounded to a multiple of refresh cycles before computing the times of the line presentations. The width of the lines was 70” \( (3 \text{ pixels}) \) and anti-aliasing was used to draw the lines.

One or more lines were spatially offset \( (\text{vernier offset}) \); that is, the lower segment of the line was offset either to the right or to the left with respect to the upper segment. Each trial was preceded by a fixation dot in the center of the screen for 1 second \( (\text{Experiment 1a}) \) or 500 ms \( (\text{Experiments 1b, 2, and 3}) \) followed by a blank screen for 500 ms. Then, the stimulus sequence was presented and participants responded by pressing
one of two hand-held push buttons. There were four configurations (Figure 2): 1) V (vernier): only the central line was offset; 2) AV (anti-vernier): only a flanking line was offset; 3) V–AV (vernier—anti-vernier): the central line and a flanking line were offset in opposite directions; and 4) V-PV (vernier—pro-vernier): the central line and a flanking line were offset in the same direction.

**Experiment 1a (Figure 3a)**

We tested whether features integrate across an occluder versus when there is a gap in the sequence of the SQM. The SQM was presented with eight pairs of lines (total stimulus duration: 350 ms). The anti-vernier was presented 290 ms after the central line (frame 7). We tested three conditions: Classic, Occluded and Gap (Figure 3a). In the Occluded condition, a grey rectangle (42’ × 9.9’, 40 cd/m²) occluded the third, fourth, and fifth flanking lines of the attended stream. The occluder was presented during the entire trial, that is, from the fixation point presentation to the end of the SQM presentation. The center of the rectangle was 13.3’ from the center of the screen. In the Gap condition, the third, fourth, and fifth flanking lines of the attended stream were not displayed.

**Experiment 1b (Figure 4a)**

Experiment 1b was identical to Experiment 1a except for the trajectory of the streams. First, the streams were diverging from the center, then, from frame 4 on, they switched direction to converge back to the center (Figure 4a).

**Experiment 2 (Figure 5a)**

We tested whether offsets integrate when the stream changes color in the middle of the trajectory, with and without an occluder. Additionally, we tested whether integration is mandatory across occlusion. The SQM was presented with nine pairs of lines (total stimulus duration: 390 ms). The anti-vernier was presented 290 ms after the central line (frame 7). Four conditions were tested: Classic, Occluded, Classic_red, and Occluded_red (Figure 5a). In the Occluded and Occluded_red conditions a grey rectangle (42’ × 9.9’, 40 cd/m²) occluded the third, fourth, and fifth flanking lines of the attended stream. The occluder was presented during the entire trial, that is, from the fixation point presentation to the end of the SQM presentation. The center of the rectangle was 13.3’ from the center of the screen. In the Classic_red and Occluded_red conditions, the lines in the attended stream changed color in the middle of the trajectory.

Figure 3. Experiment 1a. (a) The anti-vernier was presented in frame 7. In the Occluded condition, the lines of the attended stream in frames 3, 4, and 5 were occluded by a grey rectangle. The same three lines were missing in the Gap condition. Colors are for illustration purpose only. (b) V and AV show the offset calibrations with either the vernier (V) or the anti-vernier only (AV; the symbol of the occluded AV configuration is invisible because of the overlap with the other symbols; likewise, error bars are often too small to be visible). In the next conditions, both the vernier and the anti-vernier were presented together. We plot performance with respect to the subjective ratings. Observers rated the stream in the Classic condition (blue) as unified, and offsets integrated indicated by a dominance level of about 50%. Similarly, the stream was perceived as unified in the Occluded condition (pink), and offsets integrated. In the Gap condition (purple), the stream was perceived more disjointed than in the other conditions, and offsets integrated less. Observers reported mainly the offset of the anti-vernier, as they were instructed to report the perceived offset direction at the end of the motion trajectory. Thus, offsets integrate across the occluder. However, if the spatiotemporal integrity of the stream is not preserved, the offsets integrate less. Circles indicate individual data. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.
Figure 4. Experiment 1b. (a) Experiment 1b was identical to Experiment 1a except that the streams diverged until frame 4 and then converged back to the center. (b) Similar to Experiment 1a, observers perceived the stream as unified in the Classic (blue) and Occluded (pink) conditions. The offsets integrated in these conditions. In the Gap condition (purple), the stream appeared more disjointed than in the other conditions. The offsets integrated less. Circles indicate individual data. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.

stream were first white, then were red from the fifth frame on.

**Experiment 3 (Figure 6a)**

We investigated the integration when two SQMs were presented. One SQM started 16.7° to the right of the center of the screen and the other 16.7° to the left of the center. The sequence contained 10 flanking lines after the central line (total stimulus duration: 430 ms). Only one stream of each sequence was displayed: the left stream of the right sequence and the right stream of the left sequence (Figure 6a). The lines of the right sequence were red and the lines of the left sequence were white. The two streams merged in frame 5 and continued their trajectory in two ways. In the Crossing condition, the red stream, starting on the right, continued its trajectory toward the left border of the screen after frame 5. Similarly, the white stream continued its trajectory toward the right border of the screen after frame 5. In the Bouncing condition, after the streams merged in frame 5, the streams were displayed from the center to their respective starting position. The lines of the red stream were longer than the lines of the white stream (segment length of 33.3°) to reinforce a percept of two streams that bounce against each other than a percept of two crossing streams.

**Procedure**

The different conditions were tested blockwise. The order of the conditions was randomized across observers to decrease the influence of learning and fatigue effects in the averaged data. For each observer, each experimental condition was measured twice. Hence, each observer performed two blocks with each condition. After each condition had been measured once, the order of blocks was reversed for the second set of measurements. For example in Experiment 1a an observer performed the blocks in the following order: Occluded, Classic, Gap, Gap, Classic, and Occluded. The results of two identical conditions were collapsed. Each block contained 80 trials, yielding 160 trials per condition in total. The task was to report the perceived vernier offset direction (right or left) at the end of the motion trajectory by using hand-held push buttons.

**Experiments 1a and 1b**

Three conditions were tested: Classic, Occluded, and Gap (see the section on Stimuli). One-half of the observers were instructed to attend to the right stream and the other half to the left stream.

**Experiment 2**

In the first part of the experiment, four conditions were tested: Classic, Occluded, Classic_red, and Occluded_red, with the observers being naive about the stimulus. One-half of the observers were instructed to attend to the right stream and the other half to the left stream. In the second part of the experiment, observers were informed of the paradigm, that is, that two offsets were presented. Observers were then instructed to report the direction of the anti-vernier offset (labelled R[AV]). The rest of the procedure was identical to the first part of the experiment.
Figure 5. Experiment 2. (a) The anti-vernier was presented in frame 7 (290 ms). In the Occluded and Occluded_red conditions, the lines of the attended stream in frames 3, 4, and 5 were occluded by a grey rectangle. In the Classic_red and Occluded_red conditions, the lines of the attended stream from frame 5 to the end of the stimulus were red. (b, c, d and e) Dominance level as a function of the subjective ratings regarding stream unity (1 ["The motion stream appears completely disjoints"] to 6 ["The motion stream appears completely unified"]) in the Classic (b), Occluded (c), Classic_red (d) and Occluded_red (e) conditions. (f and g) Dominance level as a function of the subjective ratings regarding the integration of the red elements (1 ["The red elements appear to be completely..."
separated from the motion stream”] to 6 (“The red elements appear to be completely part of them motion stream”) in the Classic_red (f) and Occluded_red (g) conditions. V and AV show offset calibration. V–AV: observers were naive. V–AV R[AV]: observers were informed of the paradigm and instructed to report the anti-vernier. Offsets largely integrated mandatorily across occlusion, even when there was a color change after the occluder. When there was no occluder and the stream changed color mid-trajectory, integrations seemed to follow the subjective ratings. Offset integrated less when the stream was perceived as less unified and the red elements as less part of the stream. Circles indicate individual data. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.

Figure 6. Experiment 3. (a) Crossing condition. The percept was a white and a red stream crossing. Bouncing condition. The red stream had longer lines than the white stream to reinforce the percept of two streams bouncing on each other. (b) Dominance level in the different conditions. White and red bars represent observers attending to the white and red stream, respectively. In the Crossing condition, the vernier (V) and anti-vernier (AV) offsets presented in the white stream integrated when observers attended to the white stream (crossing_white). When attending to the red stream, observers reported the direction of the offset presented in the red stream (crossing_red), which was in the same direction as V (PV). In the Bouncing condition, two observers perceived a mixture of crossing and bouncing streams. Data from these two observers is not included. For the other eight observers, V and AV integrate in the white stream (bouncing_white) and observers reported the direction of PV in the red stream (bouncing_red). Thus, only features that belong to the same object integrate. Circles indicate individual data. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.

Experiment 3

Four conditions were tested: Crossing_white, Crossing_red, Bouncing_white, and Bouncing_red. In the Crossing_white and Crossing_red conditions, observers were presented the Crossing stimulus (see the Stimuli section) and instructed to attend to the white and red stream, respectively. In the Bouncing_white and Bouncing_red conditions, observers were presented with the Bouncing stimulus (see the Stimuli section) and instructed to attend to the white and red stream, respectively. Observers performed first the Crossing blocks and then the Bouncing blocks.

Subjective rating and report

Experiment 1

At the end of the experiment, observers were shown, in random order, the stimuli used in the three conditions (Classic, Occluded, and Gap) without any offset. Observers were asked to rate their percept on a scale from 1 (“The motion stream appears completely disjointed”) to 6 (“The motion stream appears completely unified”).

Experiment 2

At the end of the experiment, observers were shown, in random order, the four stimuli presented during the experiment without any offset. Observers were asked to rate their percept on a scale from 1 (“The motion stream appears completely disjointed”) to 6 (“The motion stream appears completely unified”). When the conditions containing red elements were presented (Classic_red and Occluded_red), observers were also asked to rate their percept on a scale from 1 (“The red elements appear to be completely separated from the motion stream”) to 6 (“The red elements appear to be completely part of the motion stream”).
Experiment 3

Observers were shown the stimulus of the Crossing condition five times (without any offset) and asked to verbally describe the stimulus. Then, in a block of 80 trials, observers reported after each trial whether they perceived two crossing streams or two bouncing streams by pressing hand-held push buttons, that is, the right button when perceiving crossing streams and the left button when perceiving bouncing streams. All the participants reported perceiving crossing streams in every trial. Observers then completed the blocks of the Crossing condition without reporting their percept. Before the Bouncing condition blocks, observers were shown the stimulus of the Bouncing condition five times and asked to verbally describe the stimulus. Then, in a block of 80 trials, observers reported after each trial whether they perceived two crossing streams or two bouncing streams by pressing push buttons. Two observers perceived a mixture of crossing and bouncing streams. These two observers completed the Bouncing condition blocks with a report of their percept after each trial. The other eight participants perceived bouncing streams in all the trials and performed the Bouncing condition blocks without reporting their percept.

Analysis

Performance is quantified in terms of dominance, that is, the percentage of responses in accordance with the central vernier offset direction. Thus, dominance above 50% means that the central vernier offset dominates performance, dominance below 50% means that the anti-vernier dominates the performance, and a dominance around 50% means that none of them is dominant. For example, a dominance level of 25% means that the observer responded in 75% of the trials according to the direction of the anti-vernier offset.

Integration in the SQM is largely linear and well-predicted by the sum of the dominance levels in configurations V and AV when plotted between −50% and 50% (Otto et al., 2009). Here, we calculated the predicted integration dominance level as [(V − 50) + AV] as dominance levels are plotted between 0% and 100%. The values are means and standard errors of the mean (SEM) of the number of observers that took part in each experiment.

Experiments 1a and 1b

Dominances in configuration V–AV in each condition (Classic, Occluded, and Gap) were compared with their respective predicted dominances and to the dominances in configuration AV.

Experiment 2

Dominances in configuration V–AV when observers were naïve in the Classic, Occluded, and Occluded_red conditions were compared with their respective predicted dominances and to dominances in configuration AV. When observers were aware of the paradigm and instructed to report the anti-vernier, the dominances in configuration V–AV R[AV] was compared with the dominances when observers were naïve and to the dominances in configuration AV.

Experiment 3

Dominances in configurations V–AV in conditions Crossing_white and Bouncing_white were compared with their respective predicted dominances and to the dominance in configuration AV_white. Dominances in configurations V–AV in conditions Crossing_red and Bouncing_red were compared with their respective
predicted dominances and to the dominance in configuration \(PV\_red\).

For all comparisons, we used false discovery rate (FDR) corrected two-sided paired samples \(t\)-tests. Additionally, we combined the data of Experiments 1a and 1b and performed the same comparisons with Bayesian paired samples \(t\)-tests (Supplementary Table S2).

Dominance levels in each condition and for each observer in all Experiments are provided in Supplementary Table S4.

**Offset calibration**

Before each experiment, we calibrated the offsets for each participant to achieve comparable performances across observers and so that the central and the flanking lines’ offsets have individually the same contribution. We presented the SQM with only one offset, that is, the central line or a flanking line was offset (configurations V and AV). A PEST adaptive procedure (Taylor & Creelman, 1967) was used to determine the offset sizes, aiming for around a 75% correct response rate and stopping after 80 trials, thereafter taking the respective value from the psychometric function that fitted the collected data best. The threshold and slope of the psychometric function (cumulative Gaussian) were estimated by means of a maximum likelihood analysis, taking all trials into account. The guessing rate was set to 50%, the rate of motor errors was set to 3%. A parametric bootstrap method was used to assess confidence intervals. Analysis was done on a logarithmic test level scale. Data across both offset directions (left and right) were pooled for the analysis. If the estimated threshold was computed by pure extrapolation of the experimental data, that is if the threshold was found to lie outside of the range of tested values, the block was discarded and repeated. The dominance levels of configurations V and AV plotted in each experiment’s graph are the dominance levels obtained when using the offset size previously acquired from the PEST procedure. In Experiments 1a, 1b, and 2, the central (V) and flanking line (AV) offsets were calibrated for each condition tested in the experiment. In Experiment 3, the offsets were calibrated using the Crossing condition. The same offset sizes were used for both the Crossing and Bouncing conditions. The sizes of all the offsets are provided in Supplementary Table S1.

**Results**

**Predicted dominance levels**

Otto et al. (2009) showed that integration in the SQM is largely linear and well predicted by the sum of the dominance levels in configurations V and AV when plotted between \(-50\%\) and \(50\%\). Here, the predicted integration dominance level is calculated as \([V − 50] + AV\) as dominance levels are plotted between 0% and 100%. The predicted dominance levels are close to 50%, which indicates integration when the vernier and the anti-vernier have the same weight (Table 1). We show only the 50% line in the graphs.

**Experiment 1**

We tested whether features integrate across an occluder versus when there is a gap in the sequence of the SQM (Experiments 1a and 1b). The rationale is that an occluder does not disrupt significantly the spatiotemporal contiguity of a moving object whereas a gap does. Accordingly, pre- and post-occlusion segments of the moving object should be grouped as a single motion stream, whereas the pre- and post-gap segments of the moving object should be grouped as different motion streams. Hence, the model predicts integration of features across the occluder but not across the gap.

Three conditions were presented (Figure 3a): the classic SQM, an Occluded condition, and a Gap condition. In the Occluded condition, a grey rectangle occluded the lines in frames 3, 4, and 5 of the attended stream. In the Gap condition, the same three lines were not presented. The anti-vernier was displayed in frame 7, thus after the occluder or the gap. At the end of the experiment, observers rated the spatiotemporal integrity (i.e., whether they are grouped into one continuous motion stream or not) of the three stimuli on a scale from 1 (“The motion stream appears completely disjointed”) to 6 (“The motion stream appears completely unified”).

In the Classic condition, observers perceived the stream as being unified and features integrated (Figure 3b, blue; V–AV [classic] vs. V–AV [classic_prediction]: \(t(7) = 0.97, p = 0.37, p_{FDR} = 0.44\); V–AV [classic] vs. AV [classic]: \(t(7) = 10.13, p = 1.96e-5, p_{FDR} = 8.8e-5\)). Similarly, in the Occluded condition, observers perceived the stream as unified (Figure 3b, pink). In this condition, the offsets before and after the occluder integrated (V–AV [occluded] vs. V–AV [occluded_prediction]: \(t(7) = 0.75 , p = 0.48 , p_{FDR} = 0.48\); V–AV [occluded] vs. AV [occluded]: \(t(7) = 9.53, p = 2.94e-5, p_{FDR} = 8.8e-5\)). However, there was less integration in the Gap condition (Figure 3b, purple; V–AV [gap] vs. V–AV [gap_prediction]: \(t(7) = 3.01, p = 0.02, p_{FDR} = 0.04\); V–AV [gap] vs. AV [gap]: \(t(7) = 1.21, p = 0.27, p_{FDR} = 0.4\)). Observers were able to report the offset direction of the anti-vernier more often than in the Classic and Occluded conditions. In the Gap condition, the stream appeared more disjointed to the observers than in the other conditions.
Experiment 1b was identical to Experiment 1a, except for the trajectory of the streams. The streams diverged from the center until frame 4 and then converged back to the center (Figure 4a). Thus, there were two main differences between Experiments 1a and 1b: 1) reversal of motion direction and 2) the fact that the second vernier was on the same side of the occluder/gap as the central vernier. According to the two-stage model, because the first stage provides a reference frame along the motion path of grouped elements, integration should persist even when the direction of motion changes, as long as elements are grouped into the same motion stream. Similarly, the exact locations of features do not matter for integration as long as they are part of the same perceptual group. Results are similar to those of Experiment 1a (Figure 4b). The offsets integrated in the Classic (V–AV [classic] vs. V–AV [classic_prediction]): \( t(7) = 0.17, p = 0.87, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.94 \); V–AV [classic] vs. AV [classic]: \( t(7) = 3.54, p = 0.01, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.02 \) and Occluded conditions (V–AV [occluded] vs. V–AV [occluded_prediction]): \( t(7) = 1.15, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.29 \); V–AV [occluded] vs. AV [occluded]: \( t(7) = 5.57, p = 8.45e-4, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.005 \), whereas less integration happened in the Gap condition (V–AV [gaps] vs. V–AV [gap_prediction]): \( t(7) = 3.97, p = 0.005, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.016 \); V–AV [gap] vs. AV [gap]: \( t(7) = 0.074, p = 0.94, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.94 \). Perceptually, the stream appeared more unified in the Classic and Occluded conditions than in the Gap condition.

We also combined the data of Experiments 1a and 1b, and performed Bayesian paired samples t-tests. The results are in the same direction as the main analysis (Supplementary Table S2).

**Experiment 2**

Here, we tested whether integration is mandatory across occlusion, that is, whether observers are able to report the direction of the anti-vernier ignoring the central vernier. We also tested whether offsets integrate when the stream changes color in the middle of the trajectory, with and without an occluder.

In the first part of the experiment, observers were naïve. In the second part of the experiment, observers were informed of the paradigm, that is, that two offsets were presented, and observers were instructed to report the direction of the anti-vernier (labelled R[AV]). These instructions were used to assess whether integration was mandatory in the different conditions. At the end of the experiment, observers rated their percept on a scale from 1 (“The motion stream appears completely disjointed”) to 6 (“The motion stream appears completely unified”). When the conditions containing red elements were presented (Classic_red and Occluded_red), observers were also asked to rate their percept on a scale from 1 (“The red elements appear to be completely separated from the motion stream”) to 6 (“The red elements appear to be completely part of the motion stream”).

In all conditions, except the Classic_red condition, observers rated the stream as unified (i.e., subjective ratings between 4 and 6; Figures 5b, 5c, and 5e). The offsets integrated in these conditions (V–AV[classic] vs. V–AV[classic_prediction]): \( t(7) = 0.18, p = 0.86, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.86 \); V–AV[classic] vs. AV[classic]: \( t(7) = 5.01, p = 0.002, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.005 \); V–AV[occluded] vs. V–AV[occluded_prediction]: \( t(7) = 0.39, p = 0.71, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.77 \); V–AV[occluded] vs. AV[occluded]: \( t(7) = 4.05, p = 0.005, FDR = 0.012 \); V–AV[occluded_red] vs. V–AV[occluded_red_prediction]: \( t(7) = 1.3, p = 0.24, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.28 \); V–AV[occluded_red] vs. AV[occluded_red]: \( t(7) = 5.63, p = 7.94e-4, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.005 \). Moreover, integration was mandatory, that is, observers were largely unable to report the direction of the anti-vernier only (V–AV[classic R[AV]] vs. V–AV[classic]): \( t(7) = 1.3, p = 0.23, p_{\text{Holm}} = 0.28 \); V–AV[classic R[AV]] vs. AV[classic]: \( t(7) = 5, p = 0.002, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.005 \); V–A [occluded R[AV]] vs. V–AV[occluded]: \( t(7) = 1.98, p = 0.088, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.15 \); V–AV[occluded R[AV]] vs. AV [occluded]: \( t(7) = 3.86, p = 0.006, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.012 \); V–AV[occluded_red R[AV]] vs. V–AV[occluded_red]: \( t(7) = 1.82, p = 0.11, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.17 \); V–AV[occluded_red R[AV]] vs. AV[occluded_red]: \( t(7) = 5.43, p = 9.78e-4, p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.005 \). Hence, we found that offsets largely integrated mandatorily across the occlusion, even when the color of the stream changed after the occluder. The stream was still perceived as being unified and the red elements as part of the stream (subjective ratings between 4 and 6; Figure 5g). It is noteworthy that, although integration is largely mandatory, the dominance when observers are instructed to report the anti-vernier is lower than the dominance when observers are naïve in the three conditions. This finding suggests that observers reported the anti-vernier in more trials when they were instructed to.

In the Classic_red condition, some observers perceived the stream as being unified and the red elements as part of the stream, whereas others did not (subjective ratings between 1 and 6; Figures 5d and 5f). Integration seems to follow the subjective ratings, particularly when observers were instructed to report the anti-vernier. We found less integration when the stream was perceived as less unified and the red elements as less part of the stream.

It is noteworthy that, for one observer, the offsets did not integrate in any condition. When the observer was naïve, the central vernier dominated performance (dominance level between 60% and 79.4%) whereas the anti-vernier was reported when the observer was instructed to (dominance level between 31.25% and 39.4%).
Experiment 3

Here, we investigated integration when two objects were presented. We used two streams that can be perceived as either crossing (Figure 6a, left) or bouncing against each other (Figure 6a, right). This manipulation allows two perceptual grouping outcomes: In the bouncing case, each moving stimulus is perceived to reverse direction whereas in the Crossing condition they maintain the same motion direction. Accordingly, the reference frame reverses direction in the Bouncing condition and not in the Crossing condition. Hence, the two-stage model predicts integration according to these reference frames. One stream was white and the other one was red. Observers were instructed to attend to either the white or the red stream and to report the direction of the offset perceived at the end of the trajectory of the stream. The white stream contained a vernier offset in frame 3 (which we label V) and an anti-vernier in frame 7 (AV). The red stream contained only one offset in frame 7. This offset was in the same direction as V (PV).

In the Bouncing condition, the red stream had longer lines to reinforce a percept of streams that bounce on each other as there is usually a bias toward crossing percepts. However, when featural differences increase after the collision point, the proportion of bouncing percepts increases (e.g., Feldman & Tremoulet, 2006). In the Crossing condition, all participants perceived crossing streams in every trial. Data from all observers was pooled together. In the Bouncing condition, two observers perceived a mixture of crossing and bouncing streams. Data of these two observers were not pooled with the data of the other eight observers who only perceived bouncing streams.

When observers attended to the white stream in the Crossing condition, offsets integrated (Figure 6b; crossing_white vs. crossing_white_prediction: t(9) = 1.1, p = 0.31, pFDR = 0.49; crossing_white vs. AVwhite: t(9) = 16.1, p = 6.13e-8, pFDR = 4.91e-7). When attending to the red stream, observers reported the direction of the only offset presented in the red stream (crossing_red vs. crossing_red_prediction: t(9) = 7.3, p = 4.58e-5, pFDR = 1.2e-4; crossing_red vs. PVred : t(9) = 0.22, p = 0.83, pFDR = 0.83). Similarly, offsets in the white stream integrated in the Bouncing condition when observers attended to the white stream (bouncing_white vs. bouncing_white_prediction: t(7) = 0.8, p = 0.45, pFDR = 0.6; bouncing_white vs. AVwhite: t(7) = 10.8, p = 1.3e-5, pFDR = 5.2e-5). Observers reported the direction of the only offset in the red stream when instructed to attend to this stream (bouncing_red vs. bouncing_red_prediction: t(7) = 4.3, p = 0.004, pFDR = 0.007; bouncing_red vs. PV7red: t(7) = 0.59, p = 0.57, pFDR = 0.65). Thus, only features that belong to the same object integrate.

As mentioned, two observers perceived a mixture of crossing and bouncing streams in the Bouncing condition. The data did not match the expected results in which integration follows the percept of crossing or bouncing streams (Figure 7). Data from each observer and the number of trials that are perceived as
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Figure 7. Data from the two observers that perceived a mixture of crossing and bouncing streams in the Bouncing condition. Data from one observer are in orange and the other observer’s data are in green. Black diamonds indicate the expected dominance level when integration follows the perceived trajectory of the streams. For example, when attending to the white stream, if a bouncing trajectory is perceived, V and AV should integrate, and dominance level should be around 50%. If a crossing trajectory is perceived, V and PV should integrate, and dominance level should be above 75%. The data do not match the expected results.
crossing or bouncing in each condition are provided in Supplementary Table S3.

Discussion

We previously showed that features integrate in long-lasting windows of unconscious processing (Drissi-Daoudi et al., 2019). We argued that these windows determine periods during which the brain tries to make sense of incoming information (Herzog et al., 2016, 2020). We propose that, as shown in Figure 1, during such a temporal window, Gestalt figure-ground segregation and grouping operations are at play, establishing a reference frame for each group (Ögmen & Herzog, 2010). Object identities are then determined by these reference frames, which are used to attribute features to stimuli. Finally, features are integrated according to object identities.

In the SQM, grouping is indeed important. Otto et al. (2006) presented parallel streams with a central vernier offset and a flank vernier offset in the right stream (attention to the right stream). When an additional line was presented to the left of the central line, the offsets integrated, whereas when the additional line was presented to the right of the central line, the offsets did not integrate. The authors suggest that the additional line grouped differently the central vernier offset with the streams. Hence, the offsets integrated only when they were part of the same stream.

Here, we first investigated whether offsets integrate across occlusion and across a gap in the motion trajectory (Experiment 1). At the end of the experiment, observers were asked to rate the spatiotemporal integrity of the streams. When some lines were missing, creating a gap in the motion trajectory, observers perceived the stream as less unified. Accordingly, the offsets integrated less. However, offsets integrated across an occluder and observers rated the motion stream as unified when part of the trajectory was occluded. Even when the stream changed color after the occluder, the offsets integrated (Experiment 2). These results illustrate well the principle of spatiotemporal priority, that is, that spatiotemporal factors usually trump featural considerations for object persistence (Flombaum, Scholl, & Santos, 2009; Scholl, 2001). For example, if a moving disk passes behind an occluder and reappears with a different color, it will be perceived as one single object having changed color, provided that the disk comes out at the right place and time (Burke, 1952; Michotte, Thine, & Crabbé, 1964). Similarly, here, the pre- and post-occluded parts of the SQM are perceived as being the same object, even though the offsets are not in the same direction, and even when the stream changes color after the occluder.

Hence, the features integrated. Using the Ternus Pikler display, we have shown that vernier offset information can be hold in memory and attributed across non-retinotopic positions (Scharnowski, Hermens, Kammer, Ögmen, & Herzog, 2007). A similar mechanism may be at work here (see also Ögmen & Herzog, 2016).

Importantly, integration is mandatory in the SQM. When observers were informed of the paradigm and instructed to report the direction of the offset presented after the occluder, they were largely unable to access this offset independently from the central vernier offset (Experiment 2). It is noteworthy that the dominance when observers are instructed to report the anti-vernier is lower than the dominance when observers are naïve, suggesting that the observers reported the direction of the anti-vernier more often. It is possible that the anti-vernier becomes “stronger” due to the knowledge of the stimulus and the instruction to report the anti-vernier.

Spatiotemporal factors are also usually prioritized in apparent motion. For example, if a disk and a star are flashed rapidly one after the other at different locations, the percept is one moving object that changes its shape from a disk to a star, rather than two separate objects with different shapes (Kolers, 2013; Kolers & Pomerantz, 1971). In Experiment 2, we also presented streams that changed color in the middle of the trajectory, however, without an occluder (Classic_red condition). As predicted by the principle of spatiotemporal priority, some observers perceived the stream in the Classic_red condition as being unified and the red elements as part of the stream, however others did not. It might be that, for the latter observers, the featural change was too important and too abrupt to be ignored. It has been suggested that the visual system also uses featural, and not only spatiotemporal, information to resolve object correspondence (Hein & Moore, 2012; Moore, Stephens, & Hein, 2020). Interestingly, dominance levels seem to follow observers’ subjective ratings. Offsets integrated less when the streams were rated as less unified and the red elements as less part of the stream.

Finally, we presented two distinct streams using color, or color and size, as grouping cues (Experiment 3). Although the trajectories of the streams were somewhat blended, as they were crossing each other or bouncing against each other, the offsets did not get mingled. Only offsets belonging to the same stream integrated. For two observers, however, this was not the case in the Bouncing condition. In contrast with the other observers, they perceived a mixture of crossing and bouncing streams. Their data did not show a link between integration and their percept. It is noteworthy that both these observers reported that the stimulus was highly ambiguous and the percept hard to define. This
might explain the observed pattern. Moreover, these data came from only two participants. More observers are needed to further investigate the case in which both percepts occur.

In a previous study, we investigated feature integration in the SQM across saccades (Drissi-Daoudi, Ö˘gmen, Herzog, & Cicchini, 2020). We found that features mandatorily integrate when object identity is preserved in the external world, even when an eye movement was executed between the presentation of the central vernier and the anti-vernier. Hence, object identity determines feature integration with and without eye movements.

Here, we changed the grouping of elements using space. It is also possible to modulate grouping using time, such as in the Ternus–Pikler display (Boi, Ö˘gmen, Krummenacher, Otto, & Herzog, 2009; Boi, Vergeer, Ogmen, & Herzog, 2011; Pikler, 1917; Ternus, 1926). In the Ternus–Pikler display, two central elements are aligned horizontally. When a third element is presented alternately to the right and to the left of the two central elements, two percepts are possible depending on the ISI. For a short ISI (e.g., 50 ms), the two central elements seem to flicker at the same position and the external element appears to jump for right to left (“element motion”). For a longer ISI (e.g., 200 ms), the three elements appear to move together to the left and to the right (“group motion”). Ö˘gme, Otto, & Herzog (2006), using the Ternus–Pikler display with verniers, showed that feature attribution and feature integration follow perceptual grouping, that is, whether observers perceived element or group motion. Moreover, feature integration, like in the SQM, was mandatory in the Ternus–Pikler display and unconscious information plays an important role (Lauffs, Choung, Ö˘gmen, & Herzog, 2018).

Taken together, these results show that the visual system uses motion information to establish reference frames that allow the attribution and integration of features to objects whether the moving stimuli overlap retinotopically (as in Ternus–Pikler displays) or not (as in SQM), or whether motion is induced by the observer (as in the aforementioned saccade study). This ability seems to be a natural outcome of ecological perception, where motion (observer and/or object motion) and occlusions are abundant. The essence of spatiotemporal integration, based on object identity, is also expressed in the object-file theory (Kahneman, Treisman, & Gibbs, 1992), which took inspiration from file-based storage systems in computers. According to this theory, an object-file is opened for each object and the attributes of the moving object are inserted into this file based on spatiotemporal continuity. However, beyond the conceptual computer analogy, the theory gives no details or mechanisms to explain how object files are opened and how information is inserted over the motion pathway.

Motion grouping based reference frames of the two-stage model can be viewed as a mechanistic expression of the concept of spatiotemporal priority (Agaoglu, Clarke, Herzog, & Ö˘gmen, 2016; Clarke, Ö˘gmen, & Herzog, 2016; Ö˘gmen & Herzog, 2010). Instead of object files, it relies on the geometric concept of reference frames that are synthesized by perceptual-grouping operations. Vision starts with an egocentric reference frame (retinotopic reference frame which is based on the retina of the observer) whereas perception is dominated by exocentric reference frames (e.g., a reference frame based on the motion path of a stimulus) (Agaoglu, Herzog, & Ö˘gmen, 2015; Huynh, Tripathy, Bedell, & Ö˘gmen, 2017). Exocentric reference frames have been identified in the primate nervous system (Olson, 2003; Zaehle et al., 2007). The two-stage model suggests that Gestalt grouping and reference frame synthesis go hand-in-hand and constitute the early stages of computations that allow the processing of dynamic stimuli by taking into account both observer’s and external objects’ motion.
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